
The Boris Shuffle 

To the tune of Ob-la-di, ob-la-da by the Beatles 

 
Boris used the heavy axe to chop, chop, chop, 

And Dom and Gav’s heads rolled in harmony, 

Around the land the people voiced a great big ‘Yes’, 

With the useless pair consigned to history. 
Chorus: Shuffley- dee, shuffley-da thanks to his consort, 

The PM stepped up to the plate, 

Shuffley-dee, shuffley-da thanks to Carrie S, 

The useless pair deserved their fate 

 

Into the hallowed FCO skipped Lizzie Truss, 

After signing a trade deal with those in Oz, 

The vaccine czar took Gav’s chair at the Min of Ed, 

And it will soon seem as if Gavin never was. 
Chorus: Shuffley-dee, shuffley-da the karate kid, 

Has been unmasked as having feet of clay, 

Shuffley-dee, shuffley-da the Frank Spencer clone, 

Can no longer lead our schoolchildren astray. 

 

Nadine was a shoe-in for the Culture job, 

Given her performance on TV,  

Her outback fun with Ant and Dec was truly gross, 

But it labelled her a real celebrity. 
Chorus: Shuffley-dee, shuffley-da for the feisty lass,  

Who’ll soon be warring with the BBC, 

Shuffley-dee, shuffley-da for the feisty lass, 

With her gritty scouser pedigree. 

 

Chipmunk Jenrick was another shown the door, 

As the housing brief was handed on to Gove, 

Let’s hope the dodgy dealings don’t return again, 

Although the new man is a very curious cove 
Chorus: Shuffley-dee, shuffley-da it’s a brand new team, 

With a lot to do before the people vote, 

Shuffley-dee, shuffley-da let’s hope Covid’s chills, 

Don’t grab the new lot by the sickly throat. 

 

 



Govey is the man who has the hardest job, 

For Christmas is not very far away, 

Secure supplies of food and toys must be in place, 

So the stores will have a full, complete display.  

 
Chorus: Shuffley-dee, shuffley-da the new Christmas elf 

His magic he must weave without delay, 

Shuffley-dee, shuffley-da the new Christmas elf, 

Must put his raunchy disco moves away. 

 

What will happen when the voters have their say? 

A crystal ball is never near to hand,  

If Boris wins there’ll be a big relieving sigh,  

With concrete proof that Starmer was too bland. 

 
Chorus: Shuffley-de, shuffley-da, what a dismal choice, 

We voters have to call our own,  

Shuffley-de, shuffley-da, do we want to have, 

A Teflon man or shambly, randy clown?  


